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Propositional logic examples with answers
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{\begin{pmatrix}#1 \\ #2 \end{pmatrix}} ewcommand{\lt}{&lt;} ewcommand{\gt}{&gt;} ewcommand{\amp}{&amp;} \) ¶ You stumble upon two trolls playing Stratego®.  ﻫﺮ دو ﺗﺮول ﻣﻴﺘﻮﻧﻦ ﺷﻮاﻟﻴﻪ. ﻣﺎ ﭘﺴﺮ ﻋﻤﻮ ﻫﺴﺘﯿﻢ ﯾﺎ ﻫﺮ دو ﺑﺎف ﻫﺴﺘﯿﻢ:2  ﺗﺮول. ﭘﺲ ﻫﺮ دو ﺑﺎف ﻫﺴﺘﯿﻢ، اﮔﺮ ﻣﺎ ﭘﺴﺮ ﻋﻤﻮ ﻫﺴﺘﯿﻢ:1  ﺗﺮول:ﺑﻪ ﺷﻤﺎ ﻣﯽ ﮔﻮﯾﻨﺪ
 ﻣﻨﻄﻖ ﮔﺰاره ای ﺑﻪ ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﻪ راه ﻫﺎی اﻇﻬﺎرات ﻣﯽ ﺗﻮاﻧﺪ ﺑﺎ ﻫﺮ ﺗﻌﺎﻣﻞ. ﯾﮏ ﮔﺰاره ﺑﻪ ﺳﺎدﮔﯽ ﯾﮏ ﺑﯿﺎﻧﯿﻪ اﺳﺖ. ﺑﺎﺷﻦ؟ ﺑﻪ ﯾﺎد داﺷﺘﻪ ﺑﺎﺷﯿﺪ ﮐﻪ ﻫﻤﻪ ﺗﺮول ﻫﺎ ﯾﺎ ﻫﻤﯿﺸﻪ ﺣﻘﯿﻘﺖ ﮔﻮﯾﯽ ﺷﻮاﻟﯿﻪ ﻫﺴﺘﻨﺪ ﯾﺎ ﮔﺮه ﻫﺎی ﻫﻤﯿﺸﻪ دروﻏﮕﻮIt's important to remember that propositional logic doesn't really care about the content of statements. For

example, in terms of propositional logic, the claims are exactly the same, if the moon is made of cheese then basketball is round and if spiders have octopus then Sam walks with his limp. Both signify: form statements, \(P\imp Q\text{.} \) ¶Here's a question about monopoly play: if you're twice as likely as
any other player then you lose, or if you lose then you have the most properties purchased. Right or wrong? We'll answer that question, and we'll need to know something about monopoly. Instead we will look at the logical form of the statement. We must decide that the statement \((P\imp Q) \vee(Q\imp
R)\) is correct. Using the definitions of connectives in section 0.2, we see that it is right for this, or \(P\imp Q\) should be correct or \(Q\imp R\) should be correct (or both). They are correct if either \(P\) is incorrect or \(Q\) is correct (in the first case) and \(Q\) is incorrect or \(R\) is correct (in the latter case).
So, yeah, it kind of gets dirty. Fortunately, we can make a chart to track all the possibilities. Enter the tables of truth. The idea is this: In each row, we list the possible combination of T's and F (for right and wrong) for each of the traditional variables, and then mark whether the statement in question in that
case is correct or incorrect. We do this for every possible combination of T's and F. Then we can clearly see in which cases the statement is true or false. For complex statements, we first fill in value for each part of the statement, as a way to break our task into smaller, more manageable pieces. Since the
value of the truth of a statement is entirely determined by the values of the truth of its parts and how they are connected, the only thing you really need to know is the truth tables for each of the logical connecters. Here they are: the fact table for negation seems like this: none of these truth tables should
come as a surprise; They all only open definitions of connectives. Let's try one Dili, a fact table for the statement \(e.g. P\vee Q\text{.} \) SolutionNote that this statement is not \(eg(P\vee Q)\text{,}\) the negation belongs to \(P\) alone. Here's the fact table: We added a column for \(e.g. P\) to make it easier
to fill past columns. Column entries \(e.g. P\) were determined by column entries \(P\). Then to fill the final column, just look at the column for \(Q\) and the column for \(e.g. P\) and use the rule for \(\vee\text{.} \) Now let's answer our question about monopoly: analyze the statement, if you're two more than
any other player you'll lose, or if you lose you should have bought the most properties, using fact tables. SolutionRepresent the statement in symbols as \((P \imp Q) \vee \imp R)\text{,}\) where \(P\) is the statement you get more double than any other player, \(Q\) is the statement you will lose, and \(R\) is
the statement you must have bought the most properties. Now make a fact table the fact table needs to contain 8 rows in order to account for every possible combination of truth and forged among the three statements. Here's the full fact table: The first three columns are simply a systematic list of all
possible combinations of T and F for three statements (do you see how you list 16 possible combinations for four statements?). The next two columns are determined by values \(P\text{,}\) \(Q\text{,}\) and \(R\) and definition of signification. Then the last column is determined by values in the previous two
columns and the definition \(\vee\text{.} \) this is the final column that we care about. Note that in each of the eight possible cases, the statement in question is correct. So our statement about exclusivity is true (regardless of how many properties you own, how many double you roll, or whether you win or
lose). The statement on monopoly is an example of a thology, a statement that is true based on its logical form alone. Tautology is always true, but they don't tell us much about the world. No information about monopoly was required to determine that the statement was true. In fact, it's equally true that if
the moon is made of cheese, then Elvis is still alive, or if Elvis is still alive, then the unicorns have five legs. #You may have noticed that the final column in the fact table of \(e.g. P\vee Q\) is the same as the final column in the fact table for \(P\imp Q\text.:}\) It says that no matter what \(P\) and \(Q\),
statements \(e.g. P\vee Q\) and \(P\imp Q\) or both are true or both incorrect. So we say that these statements are reasonably equivalent. The two statements (molecular) \(P\) and \(Q\) are reasonably equivalent to the presented \(P\) exactly when the \(Q\) is correct. This means that \(P\) and \(Q\) value
the same truth under any assignment of truth values to their atomic components. To check if the two statements are reasonably equivalent, you can make a fact table for each and check if the columns of the two statements are the same. Recognizing two statements as logical equivalents can be very
helpful. Rephrasing a mathematical statement can often give insight into what it says is a loan, or how to prove or reject it. Using fact tables we can systematically confirm that the two statements are actually reasonably equivalent. Do statements, It won't rain or snow and it won't rain and it won't rain are
reasonably equivalent? SolutionWe want to know whether \(eg(P\vee Q)\) is logically equivalent to \(eg p\wedge\eg Q\text{.} \) creates a fact table that contains both statements: because in each row the value of truth Two statements are equal, the two statements are reasonably equivalent. Note that this
example gives us a way to distribute a negation of a cut (one or). We have a similar rule for distributing over conjunctions (ands): \begin{equation*} eg(P\wedge Q) \text{ logically equivalent } eg P \vee eg Q. \end{equation*} \begin{equation*} eg(P\vee Q) \text{ is logically equivalent to } eg P \wedge eg Q.
\end{equation*} This suggests there might be a sort of algebra you could apply to statements (okay, it's called Boolean algebra) to convert a statement to another statement. We can start collecting useful examples of logical equivalence, and apply them sequentially to a statement, rather than writing a
complex fact table. We'll probably also ask for a way to counter the double negation: \begin{equation*} eg P\mbox{ logically equivalent to } P. \end{equation*} example: It's not that \(c\) is strange, meaning \(c\) is strange. Prove that statements \(eg(P\imp Q)\) and \(P\wedge eg Q\) are reasonably
equivalent without using fact tables. SolutionWe wants to start with one of the statements, turning it into another through a sequence of reasonably equivalent statements. Starting with \(eg(P\imp Q)\text{.} \) we can overwrite the signifier as a cut-off, which is logically equivalent to \begin{equation*} eg(eg
P\vee Q). \end{equation*} Now apply DeMorgan's law to get \begin{equation*} egeg P \wedge eg Q. \end{equation*} Finally, use double negation to arrive at \(P\wedge eg Q\) Notice that the above example illustrates that the negation of an implication is not an implication : it is a conjunction! To check that
the two statements are reasonably equivalent, you can use fact tables or a sequence of logical equivalent alternatives. The fact table method, although cumbersome, has the advantage that it can confirm that the two statements are reasonably not equivalent. Are \((P\vee Q) \imp R\) and \((P\imp R)
\vee(Q\imp R)\) reasonably equivalent? SolutionNote that while we can start rewriting these statements with reasonably equivalent alternatives to the hope of turning one into another, we will never be sure that our failure is due to our lack of logical equivalence rather than our lack of imagination. So
instead, let's make a fact table: look at the fourth (or sixth) row. In this case \((P\imp R)\vee(Q\imp R)\) is correct, but \(P\vee Q) \imp R\) is incorrect. So statements are not reasonably equivalent. While we don't have reasonable equivalence, it's the case that whenever \(P\vee Q) \imp R\) is correct, so \
((P\imp R) \vee(Q\imp R)\text{.} \) This tells us that we can deduce \((P\imp R) \vee (Q\imp R)\) from \(P\vee Q) \imp R\text{,}\) just not reverse the reverse Holmes owns two suits: one black and one Tyd. He always wears either a tweed suit or sandals. Whenever he suits Tweed and wears his purple shirt,
he chooses not to wear a tie. He never wears a Tweed suit unless he is also wearing a purple shirt or sandals. Whenever he wears sandals, he wears a purple shirt. Yesterday Holmes wore bow tie. What's he wearing crazy? We have previously claimed that the following is a valid argument: if Edith eats
her vegetables, then she can have a cookie. Edith ate her vegetables. So Edith becomes a cookie. How do we know it's valid? Let's look at the form of statements. Let \(P\) note Edit eats your vegetables and \(Q\) mention Edith can have a cookie. The logical form of reasoning is then: it is an example of a
rule of deduction, an argumentative form that is always valid. This one is a particularly famous rule called modus ponens. Are you convinced that this is a valid deduction rule? If not, consider the following fact table: It's just the fact table for \(P\imp Q\text{,}\) but what matters here is that all lines in the rule
are deducting their specific column in the table. Remember that the argument is valid provided that the conclusion should be correct given that the location is correct. By default in this case \(P\imp Q\) and \(P\text{.} \) Which row of fact table corresponds to both of these correct? \(P\) is true in the first two
rows, and of them, only the first row has the right \(P\imp Q\) as well. And lo-and-behold, in this one case, \(Q\) is also true. So if \(P\imp Q\) and \(P\) are both true, we see that \(Q\) should also be true. Here are a few other examples. Shows that a deduction rule is valid. SolutionWe has a fact table that
contains all lines of reasoning form: (We include a column for \(e.g. P\) just as a step to help get the column for \(e.g. P\imp Q\)). Now look at all rows that are correct for both \(P\imp Q\) and \(e.g. P\imp Q\). This happens only in rows 1 and 3. hey! In those rows \(Q\) is also true, so the R form of reasoning
is valid (a fraction rule is valid). Decide whether a deduction rule is valid. The solution makes a fact table that includes all four statements. Here all three defaults are the right arguments, but the conclusions are incorrect. So this is not a valid deduction rule. While we have the truth table in front of us, look
at rows 1 and 5. These are the only rows where all statements \(P\imp R\text{,})\) \(Q\imp R\text{,}\) and \(P\vee Q\) are correct. It also happens that \(R\) is also true in these rows. So we've discovered a new deduction rule that we know is valid: #As we saw in Section 0.2, not every statement can be
analyzed using logical connectives alone. For example, we may want to work with the statement: all primes larger than 2 are weird. To write this Symbolically, we need to use quantifiers. We can translate as follows: \begin{equation*} \forall x((P(x) \wedge x\gt 2) \imp O(x)). \end{equation*} In this case, we
use \(P(x)\) to show the \(x\) first, and \(O(x)\) is strange to point out \(x\). These are not propositions, because their actual value depends on the input \(x\text{.} \) It is better to think of \(P\) and \(O\) as the determining properties of their input. The technical term for these is default, and when we study them
in logic, we have to use pre-logic. It is important to stress that logic predicates the spread of propositional logic (very much in the way quantum mechanics extend classical mechanics). You will notice that our statement above is still used (propositional) logical connective. Everything we learned about
logical equivalence and deduction still applies. However, Logic predicate allows us to analyze statements in higher resolution, delve into individual propositions \(P\text{,}\) \(Q\text{,}\) etc. The complete treatment of predicate logic goes beyond the scope of this text. One reason is that there is no
systematic procedure for deciding whether the two statements in the fore pre-logical logic are reasonably equivalent (as one, there is no analogue to the truth tables here). Rather, we end up with a few examples of logical equivalence and deductions, to pique your interest. Suppose we claim that the
smallest number does not exist. We can translate this into symbols as \begin{equation*} for example \exists x \forall y (x\le y) \end{equation*} (literally, it is not true that there is a number \(x\) so that for all numbers \(y\text{,}\) \(x\) is less or equal to \(y\). However, we know how negation interacts with
quantifiers : We can cross a negation over a quantic by switching the quantile type (between universal and existing). So the above statement should be logically equivalent to \begin{equation*} \forall x \exists y (y\lt x). \end{equation*} Note that \(y \lt x\) negation \(x\le y\text{.} \) This literally says, for each
number \(x\) there is a number \(y\) that is smaller than \(x\text{.} \) that is another way to make our original claim. Can you change the order of the quantiffers? Take, for example, two statements: \begin{equation*} \forall x \exists y P(x,y) \qquad \mathrm{ and } \qquad \exists y \forall x P(x,y).
\end{equation*} Are these reasonably equivalent? SolutionThese's statements are not reasonably equivalent. To see this, we need to provide an interpretation of predicate \(P(x,y)\) that makes one statement true and the other incorrect. Let \(P(x,y)\) be the predicate \(x\lt y\text{.} \) is correct, in natural
numbers, for everyone \(x\) there is a value of \(y\) greater (since there are too many). However, there is not a normal number \(y\) that is greater than any number \(x\text{.} \) so it is For \(\forall x\exists y P(x,y)\) is correct while \exists y \forall x P(x,y)\) is incorrect. We can't reverse that though. If there is a
value \(y\) that satisfies each \(x\) \(P(x,y)\text{,}\) then there is definitely a value \(y\) for each \(x\) that \(P(x,y)\text {.} satisfies \) The first is to say that we can find a \(y\) that works for each \(x\text{.} \) The second allows different \(y\)'s to work for different \(x\)'s , but there is nothing preventing us from
using the same \(y\) that work for every \(x\text{.} \) in other words, while we have a logical equivalence between the two statements, we have a valid deduction rule: at the same time put another way, it says that the single statement \begin{equation*} \exists y\forall x P(x,y) \imp\xall\exists y(x) ,y)
\end{equation*} is always true. It's kind of like a toutology, although we reserve that term for the necessary facts in propositional logic. A statement in the timely logic that is necessarily true becomes a more valid determination of a logic rule (or sometimes reasonably valid, but this is less fun). ¶ Consider
the statement about a party, if it's your birthday or there's a cake, then there will be cake. Translate the above statement into symbols. Clearly, which statement is \(P\) and that \(Q\text{.} \) creates a fact table for the statement. Assuming the statement is correct, what (if anything) can conclude if there will
be a cake? Assuming the statement is correct, what (if anything) can you conclude if there won't be a cake? Suppose you realized that the statement was a lie. What can you conclude? Solution \(P\text{:}\) it's your birthday; \(Q\text{:}\) There will be cakes. \(P\vee Q) \imp Q\) Hint: You should get three T's
and one F. Just that the cake exists. It's not your birthday! It's your birthday, but cake is a lie. A fact table for the statement \((P\vee Q) \imp(P\wedge Q)\text{.} \) The solution makes a fact table for the statement \(e.g. P\wedge(Q\imp P)\text{.} \) If you know the statement is correct, what can you get about \
(P\) and \(Q\)? If the statement is correct, then both \(P\) and \(Q\) are incorrect. Create a fact table for the statement \(e.g. P\imp(Q\R wedge)\text{.} \) HintLike above, only now you need 8 rows instead of just 4. Determine if the following two statements are reasonably equivalent: \(eg(P\imp Q)\) and \
(P\wedge eg Q\text{.} \) Explain how you know you know you know right. SolutionMake is the truth table for each and more comparisons. The statements are reasonably equivalent. Are the statements \(P\imp(Q\vee R)\) and \((P\imp Q) \vee (P\imp R)\) reasonably equivalent? Simplify the following
statements (so that negation only appears just before variables). \(eg(P\imp eg Q)\text{.} \) \((eg p\vee eg Q) \imp eg(eg Q\wedge R)\text{.} \) \(eg(P\imp eg Q) \vee eg(R\wedge eg R))\text{.} \) It is incorrect if Sam Not a man so Chris is a woman, and Chris is not a woman. answer \(P\wedge Q\text{.} \) \
((eg p\vee eg R) \imp(Q\vee eg R)\) or, Replacing the implication with a disjunction first: \((P\wedge Q) \vee (Q\vee eg R)\text{.} \) \((P\wedge Q) \wedge (R\wedge eg R)\text{.} \) This is necessarily incorrect, so the equivalent of \(P\wedge eg P\text{.} is also \) or Sam is a woman and Chris is a man, or
Chris is a woman. Use de Morgan's rules, and simplify any other logical equivalence facts you know the following statements. Show all your steps. Your final statements should appear negation only directly alongside sentence variables or predicates (\(P\text{,}\) \(Q\text{,}\) \(E(x)\text{,}\\,etc.), and without
double negation. It would be a good idea to use only communication, disconnect, and negation. \(eg(eg p\wedge Q) \vee eg(R\vee eg S))\text{.} \) \(eg(eg p\imp eg Q) \(wedge Q\imp R)\) (careful with the implications). I either had popcorn or raisins, he tells you. Also, if I had a cucumber sandwich, I would
have soda. But I didn't drink or drink tea. Justify your response by writing all Tommy's statements using such variables (\(P, Q, R, S, T\)), taking your negation, and using this to deduct what Tommy actually ate. Determine if the following deduction rule is valid: The Solution deduction rule is valid. To see
this, create a fact table that includes \(P\vee Q\) and \(e.g. P\) (and \(P\) and \(Q\) of course. Look at the value of the truth \(Q\) in each row that are true \(P\vee Q\) and \(e.g. P\). Determining whether the following is a valid deduction rule: Determine if the following is a valid deduction rule: Can you chain
the consequences together? That is, if \(P\imp Q\) and \(Q\imp\text{,}\) means that \(P\imp R\text{?} \) Can you chain more consequences together? Let's understand: Prove that below is a valid deduction rule: Prove that under a valid deduction rule for each \(n\ge 2\text{:}\) I suggest you go through the
writing problem of a \(2^n\) fact table row. Instead, you should use part (a) and mathematical induction. We can also make statements in devoted logic using our rules to cross the negation over simple quantifiers, and then use logically propositional equivalence to the propositional section inside. Simplify
the following statements (so negation only appears directly alongside predicates). \(eg \exists x\forall y(eg O(x) \vee E(y))\text{.} \) \(eg \forall x eg\forall y eg(x\lt y\wedge\exists z(x\lt z \vee y \lt z))\text{.} \) There is a number \(n\) that there are no numbers other or less than \(n\) or not equal to \(n\text{.} \)
that there are two more for each number \(n\) that is \(n\) between. Solution \(\forall x\exists y(O(x) \wedge eg E(y))\text{.} \)\exists x\forall y (x\ge y\vee\forall z(x\ge z\wedge y \ge z)))\text{.} \) There is a number \(n\) for which each other number is drastically greater than \(n\text{.} \) there is a number \(n\)
that is not between any other two numbers. Suppose \(P\) and \(Q\) (possibly molecular) are propositional statements. Prove that \(P\) and \(Q\) are logically equivalent if only if \(P\iff Q\) is a thology. What do these concepts mean in terms of fact tables? Suppose \(P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n\) and \(Q\) are
propositional statements (possibly molecular). Suppose it is more that a deduction rule is valid. Prove that the statement \begin{equation*} (P_1 \wedge P_2 \wedge\cdots\wedge P_n) \imp Q\end{equation*} is a thology. tautology.
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